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Background:  
Sadie Phillips is a Key Stage 2 English Teacher in East London, she has experience as Literacy Lead for Writing and 
also writes a blog to share her creative ideas, practice and pedagogy on her journey as a Literacy for Pleasure 
teacher. She is also participating in the creative writing pathway of the MA Children's Literature at Goldsmith's 
University. 

Principle(s) in focus: 
1. Building a community of writers. 
2. Reading, sharing and talking about writing. 

 
As these principles point out, I wanted to be seen as a teacher who was positive, caring and interested in my 
class’ writing lives. I also thought it would be an excellent way to introduce children to the idea that this year we 
will talk and think together as writers.  

Aims: 
The aim was to, as a class, connect and share our writer identities. I also wanted to see what potential 
similarities and differences there were in terms of children writing at home. 

Description: 
I originally saw Jon Biddle‘s excellent Reading Rivers report on the Open University’s Reading for Pleasure 
website. It stems from an idea originally explored by Pamela Burnard (2002) whereby the ‘river’ was used as a 
reflective tool to represent key musical experiences. It was then further explored by Gabrielle Cliff-Hodges (2010) 
with secondary readers and more recently, of course, developed into a tool for primary-aged children to explore 
their reading preferences and habits as part of the OU/UKLA Teachers as Readers project. Reading Rivers allow 
teachers to reflect upon the reading repertoires of children in their care, as well as to review their exposure to 
different text types at home. It enables teachers to learn more about the diverse interests and everyday reading 
practices of children beyond the classroom environment. 
 
I used Reading Rivers myself at the start of the school year to learn more about my new class. It’s essentially a 
creative task whereby the children make a visual collage of all the reading and texts that they encounter within a 
given time period (e.g. 24 hours or a weekend). The children can be given the option to cut and stick 
photographs, snippets of articles or train tickets, print off pictures of book covers or magazine logos, or even 
simply draw images to represent what they have read. 
 

  

 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/jonnybid
https://researchrichpedagogies.org/_downloads/_eop/JBreadingrivers.pdf
https://researchrichpedagogies.org/
https://researchrichpedagogies.org/
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Subsequently, I found myself wondering how to find out more 
about their writing practices. There is always a huge amount of 
focus on promoting reading for pleasure, but I’m keen to give the 
same weight and importance to writing for pleasure too. During 
early development, children mimic the language that they see and 
hear, later on in their childhood they are read to (hopefully!) with 
regular bedtime stories at home… but how often is writing 
modelled to them by others? How often do they write for pleasure 
at home? If they are writing at home, what are they writing? This 
is a question I was keen to delve into with my current class so I set 
about tweaking the Reading River concept and the Writing River 
was born! 
 

 
 

Impact: 
It gave some invaluable insights into their preferences as writers (often to type rather than scribe) and the 
different forms of writing they encountered at home. We had everything from ‘secret diaries’ and short stories, 
to birthday cards, shopping lists, reminders on post-it notes and letters to family, in addition to typing Whatsapp 
messages, song searches on Spotify and movie titles into Netflix. Some children also wrote in languages other 
than English. 
 
These activities certainly increased my own awareness of what it means to write and it enabled the children to 
reflect on how important the role of literacy is in our daily lives. I got to know my children’s writing lives. It’s a 
simple, yet incredibly effective way of gaining helpful insights into children’s writing routines, and also (perhaps 
more importantly) for the children themselves to make the connections between their home and school literacy 
practices, and how they write for pleasure and purpose. 

Reflection: 
Later that week, we decided to share our Writing Rivers with each other and discussed our writing habits outside 
of school. We also encouraged our parents and the wider school community to engage in an online social media 
campaign which we entitled #WeAreWriters by sharing snaps of themselves writing at home. 
 
Following the success of the Writing Rivers, they will become part of our Autumn homework tasks each year, 
allowing the children to show what and how they write in a creative and fun way, whilst also allowing us teachers 
to learn about each new class’ writing interests and habits. Teachers will also share their own Writing Rivers with 
the class. In addition, children will be encouraged to bring in and share any writing they have done at home – as 
well as to revise and publish their writing for the class book corner (if they would like to).. 

 


